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This volume is being offered as a contribution by the University
of Malta cowards the study of the culture of the Mediterranean
region.
The phrase 'culture of the Mediterranean’ and not 'cultures o f
the Mediterranean’ is here being used not because one is not aware
of the differences that exist in this part of the world, but because
of the fact that in spite of the variations that hide behind the
language and national costumes of the countries that form the
Mediterranean littoral, there exist fundamental sim ilarities amongst
them.
In this part of the world, renowned as it is throughout the history
of the western world for its strategic importance, the ecological
setting facilitated the relativ e isolation of different communities
and of their civilization and culture: the mountainous peninsula,
and the many islands, provided continuous and natural protection
to their inhabitants, limiting cross-fertilization, and fostering
among the local communities, by way o f self-defence, a sense of
communal cohesion not readily paralleled in larger communities.
Formal unification mostly through military force, settlement, and
rebellion following a period of relaxation by the conquering power,
are a constant feature in the history o f most Mediterranean com
munities. But al diough such a pattern of repeated rebellion against
enforced unification fostered rather than hindered diversity, i t did
not entail total isolation or exdusiveness. Ecological factors did
not prevent similar patterns from taking shape in the different
communities. Perhap s it was the similarity of prevailing conditions,
with which every community had to come to terms, that gave rise to
such patterns. Concepts related to such items as 'honour’ , 'shame’
and 'guilt’ , village traditions, mating patterns, organizations, ■
networks, inheritance law s, and even indigenous economic struc
tures, are easily comparable amongst the different Mediterranean
societies. It is in this sense that one can talk o f a regional Medi
terranean culture that links the more particular folk-cul tures, and
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